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D 
ust seems to fill the air - it’s not necessarily there, but the image of the 



 

The View from the Danger Tree.  
 

 

Anxiously, nervously they waited, 

Through the cold and damp they waited, 

But when the whistle blows, 

Over they must go. 

 

Men ran if they did not fall, 

Some ran to men who could only crawl, 

Very few had made it to my forest home, 

As the field in front was like a catacomb.  

 

Machine guns roared and bullets ricocheted, 

Off my brittle branches that formed a blockade,  

A barricade for the retreating force,  

Yet the enemies never showed remorse. 

 

Four years I had stood my ground, 

To this bloody field I was bound, 

Since the hellish sounds had begun,  

I had witnessed the sights of World War one.   

 

By: Anonymous 

At the end of the Battle of Delville Wood during World War One just 

one hornbeam tree remained, the others having been devastated by 

artillery and warfare. To mark Somme 100 students have written 

poetry inspired by the last remaining hornbeam tree that still stands 

today in France. 







 

4ÏÐ &ÉÖÅ ‘#ÏÍÉÎÇ ÏÆ !ÇÅ’ ÂÏÏËÓ 
Approaching the end of the year, and for some the end of a school career, we can all get a little sentimental. Here are my 
favourite coming-of-age books, spanning from beloved classics to iconic YA’s. 

 

Inspiring classic: To Kill a Mockingbird – By Harper Lee 

I have this book to thank for inspiring my sense of justice and love for books. I read it for the first time when I 
was around ten, and have since re-read it, regarding it from a completely different perspective; I’m sure I will 
go on to read it many more times. Scout Finch, the protagonist, lives in Alabama with her brother Jem and 
doting father Atticus. The book accounts parts of her childhood, including a devastating trial that Atticus, an 
esteemed lawyer, was involved in. A tale of life in the South, justice and morality, it’s one for the ages.  

 





 

Change after Auschwitz Visit  

.ȅ [ƛōōȅ DǳƛƭƭŀƳƻƴ 

 There is an age-old debate about whether people are born naturally bad, or whether nurture plays 
a greater role. I believe that whatever your feelings on this, nature versus nurture, if good exists then 
we must choose to believe in it and encourage it. It is our duty as people, to be more than just idle 
bystanders. This is what the LFA trip to Poland taught me, and this is my changed perspective on life.  

 Of course we all know certain things are good and bad. Famine, global warming, poverty- these 
are all bad things. However with this easy categorisation we become detached from the reality of the 
situation, and we no longer empathise or feel responsible for these major issues. I think that seeing the 



 

Insider’s Guide to Ibiza  
By Anna Spenner-Hernandez 

Ibiza is a Spanish island in the Mediterranean Sea. Mainly known for its clubs and electronic 
music, it is a hotspot for people, especially the English, in search of a week of blurred memories. 
Born and bred there, I’ve come to realize how unknown it really is. I have the privilege of 
knowing the insiders’ 
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Why do we fear change? 
 

Change.  

People often fear change because they have become accustomed to something or they 

fear that they will become less important or lose control. The uncertainty of change can 

have an effect on the way people perceive the idea of change.  

Good leaders enact change and appear to think optimistically about it. Leadership is all 

about change; if something isn’t right they have to change it. Take the Government for 

an example: the Prime Minister has to make decisions that would hopefully change our 

country for the better and all the politicians and people living in England have to accept 

it whether they agree with it or not. The challenge for David Cameron is to make 

changes and persuade the country to support those actions. What a responsibility! 

As humans, we have to deal and come across change every day. Whether that change is 

simply a new menu at the school dining room or something much bigger like moving to 

a new city and not knowing anyone there. Change can put lots of people out of their 

comfort zones and lots of people prefer to know things than to adventure change. As the 

saying goes, “better the devil you know than the devil you don’t know.”  

Change can also be a surprise and that unsettles lots of people. When change is sprung 




